Jinrui Soku Kami Nari IN – meaning of each movement

UU I am one with the Universe. I receive infinite life and energy from the Source of the Universe…

UU and send it throughout the earth to humanity.

JI NN The body of humanity is infinite light itself-divinity itself.

RU I The spirit of humanity is infinite light itself-divinity itself.

UU Humanity is always receiving infinite energy from the universal source, but the universal energy is obstructed by the disharmony of human beings' mistaken ideas.

Ptt Ptt I cut through the disharmony and break it into little pieces.

SO I calm the struggling movement of humanity's mistaken ideas and gather them together…

KU and release them to heaven to be purified.

KA Each human being is reborn as infinite light itself, infinite love itself…

MI infinite oneness itself, with no opposition, no boundaries, no barriers.

NA I embrace and uplift everything in nature and creation to heaven while receiving infinite energy from the Universe…

RI and send all gratitude to the Source of the Universal Law.

“Seven” is the sign of truth, great harmony, and complete perfection.